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Penicillin G is a widely used antimicrobial in food-producing animals, and one of the most predominant
drug residues in animal-derived food products. Due to reduced sensitivity of bacteria to penicillin,
extralabel use of penicillin G is common, which may lead to violative residues in edible tissues and cause
adverse reactions in consumers. This study aimed to develop a physiologically based pharmacokinetic
(PBPK) model to predict drug residues in edible tissues and estimate extended withdrawal intervals for
penicillin G in swine and cattle. A ﬂow-limited PBPK model was developed with data from Food Animal
Residue Avoidance Databank using Berkeley Madonna. The model predicted observed drug concentrations in edible tissues, including liver, muscle, and kidney for penicillin G both in swine and cattle well,
including data not used in model calibration. For extralabel use (5 and 10 label dose) of penicillin G,
Monte Carlo sampling technique was applied to predict times needed for tissue concentrations to fall
below established tolerances for the 99th percentile of the population. This model provides a useful tool
to predict tissue residues of penicillin G in swine and cattle to aid food safety assessment, and also
provide a framework for extrapolation to other food animal species.
© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Penicillin G is an antimicrobial widely used to treat infectious
diseases caused by penicillin-sensitive bacteria, including bacterial
pneumonia and upper respiratory infection in food-producing animals, such as swine, cattle, sheep and horses (FDA, 2013b; Portis
et al., 2012; Vogel et al., 2001). In the United States, it is approved
to be used in swine and cattle (FDA, 2013b). Different formulations
of penicillin G are approved for cattle and swine, including procaine
salts for intramuscular (IM) administration in both swine and cattle, and benzathine salts for IM and subcutaneous (SC)

Abbreviations: AUC, area under the time concentration curve; FARAD, Food
Animal Residue Avoidance Databank; IM, intramuscular; LOD, limit of detection;
NSC, normalized sensitivity coefﬁcient; PBPK, physiologically based pharmacokinetic; SC, subcutaneous; WDI, withdrawal interval; WHO, World Health
Organization.
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administrations in swine and cattle (Ranheim et al., 2002).
Animal-derived products with drug residues above the regulatory safe level (termed violative residues) challenge the global food
safety (Baynes and Riviere, 2014; Baynes et al., 2016). The regulatory safe level, which is the maximum acceptable level of veterinary
drugs in food products, is deﬁned as the tolerance in the US and as
the maximum residue level (MRL) in other countries. Penicillin G is
one of the most predominant drug residues in animal-derived food
products. In 2014, the USDA National Residue Program reported
violative levels of penicillin G in 306 samples, which accounted for
22% of the total number of violations (USDA, 2015). To ensure
animal-derived food safety, the US FDA has established a 0.05 mg/g
tolerance for the penicillin G residues in edible tissues of cattle, and
zero tolerance, which is operationally equivalent to the limit of
detection (LOD), in edible tissues of swine and milk products (FDA,
2013b). In the United States, IM administration of procaine penicillin G is approved at a daily dose of 6600 IU/kg of body weight
(6.5 mg/kg) for no more than 7 consecutive days, and in Canada it is
7500 IU/kg (7.4 mg/kg) (Papich et al., 1993).
Due to the development of reduced sensitivity to penicillin in
bacteria since its initial approval several decades ago and the fact
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that beta-lactamase can be saturated and overcome by administering higher doses, penicillin has become one of the drugs most
commonly used at extralabel doses to remain effective (Chiesa
et al., 2006). The extralabel (also called off-label) use of veterinary drugs is the way to use a drug in an animal under the supervision of veterinarians in the manner that is not accordance with
the approved labeling of the drug, including the differences in
dosage levels, frequencies, routes of administration, and others
(FDA, 2017). Compared to the approved dose, much higher doses
have been administered in practice. Doses of procaine penicillin G
needed to effectively treat bovine respiratory disease have been
reported as being 45,000 IU/kg (44.6 mg/kg) daily (Bateman et al.,
1990). Typically used clinical doses for intramuscular treatment are
approximately 3.5 and 10 times the US label dose (Payne et al.,
2006). The extralabel use of penicillin G can lead to residues that
are higher than concentrations considered safe for human consumption if the animals are slaughtered at the label withdrawal
period. Therefore, it is necessary to develop a robust model to
predict tissue residues and estimate extended withdrawal intervals
(WDI) for the extralabel use of penicillin G in swine and cattle.
Approximately 7%e10% of the general human population is
allergic to penicillin and related drugs (Dayan, 1993). The animalderived products containing violative penicillin residues may
cause severe allergic response to consumers. There is sufﬁcient
evidence that consumption of beef or pork products containing
violative penicillin residues can cause anaphylactic reactions
(Dayan, 1993; Gomes and Demoly, 2005; Raison-Peyron et al.,
2001). Starting in 2017, the US Food and Drug Administration (US
FDA) has ended the use of any medically important antibiotics,
including penicillin G, for growth-promotion purposes in all food
animals, and increases the oversight of veterinarians for all other
antibiotic uses as animal drugs (FDA, 2015, 2016a). The guidance is
based on US FDA's concerns for the development of antibiotic
resistance to human and animal bacterial pathogens when antibiotics are used in food-producing animals in an injudicious way
(FDA, 2013a). Therefore, the establishment of scientiﬁc tools to
prevent violative penicillin G residues and to improve food safety is
required.
Physiologically based pharmacokinetic (PBPK) models are
mechanism-based models that incorporate physiological and
chemical-speciﬁc parameters to simulate the absorption, distribution, metabolism and elimination of chemicals in the body using
mathematical equations (Andersen, 2003; Lin et al., 2016a; WHO,
2010). PBPK models can be used to predict tissue residues and
extralabel WDIs of veterinary drugs. Multiple PBPK models have
been developed for a variety of veterinary drugs, including cyadox
(Huang et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2015c), danoﬂoxacin (Yang et al.,
2015a), doxycycline (Yang et al., 2012), enroﬂoxacin (Lin et al.,
2016b), ﬂorfenicol (Yang et al., 2013), ﬂunixin (Leavens et al.,
2014), marboﬂoxacin (Yang et al., 2014b), melamine (Buur et al.,
2008), midazolam (Cortright et al., 2009), olaquindox (Yang et al.,
2014a), oxytetracycline (Brocklebank et al., 1997; Craigmill, 2003;
Lin et al., 2015), quinocetone (Zhu et al., 2017), sulfamethazine
(Buur et al., 2006, 2005, 2009), tulathromycin (Leavens et al., 2012),
and valnemulin (Yuan et al., 2011). However, there is no PBPK
model of penicillin G available in food-producing animals.
We previously developed a mixed-effect population pharmacokinetic (popPK) model of penicillin G in cattle and swine (Li et al.,
2014), but popPK modeling is not a physiologically based mechanistic approach and thus is limited in usefulness to extrapolate to
other scenarios (i.e., to different routes and species). Therefore, the
objective of this study was to develop a PBPK model for predicting
tissue residues and estimate extended WDIs of penicillin G in swine
and cattle treated with extralabel doses. In the present study, the
term withdrawal period refers to the time needed for tissue residue
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concentrations to decrease below tolerances determined using the
99th percentile tolerance limit method with a 95% conﬁdence
based on FDA guidance (FDA, 2016b), whereas WDI (withdrawal
interval) is used to refer to the time estimated using other methods,
such as the population PBPK model.
2. Methods
2.1. Data source for model calibration
The Food Animal Residue Avoidance Databank (FARAD)
comparative pharmacokinetic database, an initiative supported by
USDA to mitigate unsafe chemical residues in animal-derived
products, was used as the primary source of data to calibrate and
evaluate swine and cattle model (Craigmill et al., 2006; Riviere
et al., 1986, 2017). Pharmacokinetic data in cattle and swine after
IM or SC administration of procaine penicillin G were selected. Key
information and a brief description of selected studies is shown in
Table 1. Time-concentration data were extracted from graphs of
selected pharmacokinetic studies using WebPlotDigitizer (version
3.10, http://arohatgi.info/WebPlotDigitizer), the web based tool for
extracting data from plots and images.
2.2. Model structure
The PBPK model consisted of seven compartments corresponding to different tissues in the body, including liver, kidney,
muscle, fat, lung, and the rest of body connected by the circulating
blood system (Fig. 1). For food safety purposes, all the major edible
tissues, including liver, kidney, muscle, and fat, were included. The
lung was also included as a compartment as it is the therapeutic
target tissue for penicillin G. Each compartment was deﬁned by a
tissue weight and tissue blood ﬂow rate. The ﬂow-limited model,
which performed well for veterinary drugs with small molecular
weights, was applied in the current model. Berkeley Madonna
(Version 8.3.23.0; University of California at Berkeley, CA, USA) was
used to develop the model and run all simulations. The model code
is provided in the Supplementary Materials and is also available
from our website (http://iccm.k-state.edu/). Only key or new
mathematical equations are described in detail below.
As IM and SC injections are the labeled routes of administrations
for penicillin G, they were incorporated into this model. Based on
the previous studies, the rate-limiting step of absorption is the
hydrolysis of penicillin from the procaine moiety (KuKanich et al.,
2005; Uboh et al., 2000). The undissolved procaine penicillin G
acts as the depot of penicillin G, and maintains the therapeutic
concentration of penicillin G for at least 24 h (Papich and Riviere,
2009; Uboh et al., 2000). The IM and SC injections were simulated using a two-compartment injection site model with a dissolution process based on the approach used to simulate
intramuscular absorption of long-acting oxytetracycline (Lin et al.,
2015, 2017). This approach divides penicillin G into dissolved
penicillin G moieties and undissolved procaine penicillin G acting
as depot (Fig. 1). The related equations describing IM and SC absorption of penicillin G are available in Supplementary Materials
(Equations (S1)-(S7)).
The multiple doses of IM and SC injections are the commonly
used therapeutic scenarios for procaine penicillin G in swine and
cattle. The ‘PULSE’ function was used for repeated administrations
of chemicals in PBPK models coded in acslX (Lin et al., 2013; Poet
et al., 2016). However, the ‘PULSE’ function is deﬁned slightly
different in Berkeley Madonna from other programming languages.
It is not a rectangular pulse function, but a triangular function
which speciﬁes the input as an isosceles triangle with a base that is
the length of two integration time steps (Krause and Lowe, 2014;
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Table 1
Summary of pharmacokinetic studies of penicillin G in swine and cattle used for calibration and evaluation of the PBPK model.
Species/purpose

Route

Dose (mg/kg)

Repeat dose

Sex

n

Age (week)

BW (kg)

Matrix

Assay

Ref.

IM, SC
IM

15.5, 11.7
15, 65

1
3,5

NA
Both

9
6

2
21

3.3, 3.6
100

P
L, K, M, F, P

LCMS
HPLC

Ranheim et al., 2002
Korsrud et al., 1998

IM

15

3

Both

6

21

100

K, M, P

HPLC

Korsrud et al., 1996

IM, SC
IM

24, 65 (IM); 65 (SC)
24, 65

5 (IM) 1 (SC)
5

Male
Male

3
3

NA
NA

480
485

P
L, K, M, P

HPLC
HPLC

Papich et al., 1993
Korsrud et al., 1993

SC
IM

7.4
7

1
3

NA
Male

3
3

28
48

93
262

P
K, P

Agar Diffusion Test
LCMSMS

Trolldenier et al., 1986
Chiesa et al., 2006

Swine
Calibration

Evaluation
Cattle
Calibration

Evaluation

Notes: The abbreviations for route: IM, intramuscular injection; SC, subcutaneous injection. The abbreviations for matrix: P, plasma; L, liver; K, kidney; M, muscle; F, fat. The
abbreviations for assay: LCMS, liquid chromatography mass spectrometry; HPLC, high performance liquid chromatography; LCMSMS, liquid chromatography tandem mass
spectrometry. NA: not available.

Rinput ¼ PULSEðDose; StartTime; DoseIntervalÞTdosingperiod
(1)
Tdosingperiod ¼ if time < Tdoses  DoseInterval
 DT then 1 else 0

Fig. 1. A schematic diagram of the physiologically based pharmacokinetic (PBPK)
model for penicillin G in swine and cattle. Two different administration routes
including intramuscular (IM) and subcutaneous (SC) injections are presented in the
model. A mechanistic two-compartment dissolution model is used to describe the IM
and SC injections of procaine penicillin G (PPG). Admin Site represents administration
site. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)

Macey et al., 2009). As the integration step is always in a small
number, the function adds the amount of drugs almost instantaneously, which can well simulate the process of an injection. The
multiple-dose scenario was achieved by using the conditional
operator of ‘IF … THEN … ELSE … ’ to create a control factor. If the
time surpasses the multiple dose period, 0 will be assigned to the
control factor. Then no further input dose will be accounted into the
model. The equations for multiple-dose IM injection are listed
below as an example (Equation (1) and Equation (2)):

(2)

where Dose is the dose of IM injection (mg); StartTime is the time
to start IM administration (hour), and 0 was used in this model;
DoseInterval is the time of each dosing interval (hour); Tdosingperiod represents the control factor for multiple injections
(unitless); Tdoses is the times of multiple dosing (unitless); DT is
integration time step (hour), and default value is 0.02 in RungeKutta 4 method. One DT was added to exposure time, when
PULSE equation was used. This modeling approach can be extrapolated to simulate different exposure scenarios by modifying Dose,
StartTime, DoseInterval, Tdosingperiod, and Tdoses.
Penicillin was reported to be metabolized in humans to penicilloic acids and 6-aminopenicillanic acid (6-APA), and the ratio of
metabolites to penicillin G in human urine is 19% after IM injection
(Cole et al., 1973). Penicilloic acid, the inactive metabolite, represents about 16e30% of an intramuscular dose of penicillin G from
DrugBank (DrugBank, 2016; Wishart et al., 2006). Unlike in
humans, the metabolism of penicillin G in food-producing animals
is not well known, so a simpliﬁed ﬁrst-order metabolic rate was
used to simulate hepatic metabolism in this model (Fisher, 2000;
Krishnan et al., 2009). Equation (S8) describing the process of
ﬁrst-order liver metabolism (Supplementary Materials). Penicillin
G is reported mainly excreted via urine in mammals (Tsuji et al.,
1983), a ﬁrst-order urinary elimination rate in the kidney
compartment was adapted from previous research (Craigmill,
2003). Equation (S9) describing the process of ﬁrst-order urinary
elimination is available in the Supplementary Materials. The rate of
change for penicillin G in each tissue compartment was described
using mass balance differential equations as we previously
described (Leavens et al., 2012; Lin et al., 2015). Only penicillin G
not bound to plasma proteins was considered as available for distribution. Equation (S10)-(S11) describe the mass balance of penicillin G in ﬂow-limited compartments using kidney as an example
(Supplementary Materials).

2.3. Model parameterization
The PBPK models are composed of two different types of parameters including species-speciﬁc physiological parameters and
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chemical-speciﬁc parameters. To the extent possible, physiological
parameters were collected from the original literature where these
parameters were measured experimentally. In swine, the mean
body weight (BW), cardiac output (QCC), tissue volume fractions of
liver (VLC), kidneys (VKC), muscle (VMC), and fat (VFC), as well as
the fractions of blood ﬂows to kidneys (QKC) and muscle (QMC)
were directly from or calculated based on published experimental
data (Armstrong et al., 1987; Doornenbal et al., 1986; Hannon et al.,
1990; Lundeen et al., 1983; Phuc and Hieu, 1993; Tranquilli et al.,
1982). In cattle, the mean body weight, cardiac output, and tissue
volume fractions of liver, kidneys, and lung (VLuC), as well as the
fraction of blood ﬂow to liver (QLC) were directly from or calculated
based on the experimental data (Doyle et al., 1960; Lescoat et al.,
1996; Mirzaei et al., 2011; Swett WW et al., 1933). The values for
other physiological parameters in swine and cattle were adapted
from previous PBPK models (Leavens et al., 2014; Lin et al., 2016b;
Upton, 2008). All physiological parameters are summarized in
Tables 2 and 3. As for chemical-speciﬁc parameters (e.g., partition
coefﬁcients) of penicillin G, the original values were adapted from
the previous PBPK models of penicillin G in the rat (Cao and Jusko,
2012; Tsuji et al., 1979, 1983), and protein binding parameters were
adapted from experimental data measured in swine and cattle
(Keen, 1965). These parameter values were used as initial values in
the model calibration, adjusted using the Curve Fitting module in
Berkeley Madonna, and further optimized as needed by visually
ﬁtting model simulations to observed pharmacokinetic data of
penicillin G. Values of all chemical-speciﬁc parameters for penicillin G in swine and cattle models are provided in Tables 2 and 3.
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2.4. Model evaluation: validation and sensitivity analysis
The performance of the PBPK model was evaluated by
comparing model simulations with experimental plasma and tissue
data not used in the model parameterization as listed in Table 1. On
the basis of World Health Organization (WHO) guidelines (WHO,
2010), if the simulations matched the measured kinetic proﬁles
and were generally within a factor of two of the measured values,
the model was considered reasonable and validated. These criteria
are based on the considerations that calibration data sets and
evaluation data sets are obtained under different conditions (e.g.,
different experimental animals/human subjects, laboratories, and
detection methods), so some level of discordance is to be expected
(WHO, 2010). The goodness of ﬁt between log-transformed values
of observed and predicted plasma and tissue concentrations were
further analyzed with linear regression and the determination coefﬁcient (R2) was calculated.
A local sensitivity analysis was performed to determine which
parameters were most inﬂuential on the 24-hour AUC of plasma,
liver, kidney, and muscle concentrations of penicillin G. Each
parameter was increased by 1%, 5% and 10%, and the corresponding
24-hour AUC of penicillin concentrations were computed.
Normalized sensitivity coefﬁcient (NSC) was calculated using
Equation (S12) (Lin et al., 2011; Mirfazaelian et al., 2006) provided
in Supplementary Materials. The relative inﬂuence of each
parameter on the response variables was categorized as: low:
jNSCj<0.2; medium: 0.2jNSCj<0.5; high: 0.5jNSCj (Lin et al.,
2013; Yoon et al., 2009).

Table 2
Values and distributions of parameters used in the Monte Carlo analysis for the swine model.
Parameter
Body weight (kg)
Cardiac output (L/h/kg)
Tissue volume (fraction of body weight, unitless)
Arterial blood
Venous blood
Liver
Kidney
Muscle
Fat
Lung
Rest of body
Blood ﬂow (fraction of cardiac output, unitless)
Liver
Kidney
Muscle
Fat
Rest of body
Absorption rate constant (/h)
Intramuscular

Abbreviation

Distribution

Mean

SD

CV
#

Lower bound

Upper bound

Reference

BW
QCC

Normal
Normal

33.182
8.543

6.451Eþ00
1.910Eþ00

0.194
0.224#

20.539
4.800

45.825
12.287

[1e4]
[1, 2]

VartC
VvenC
VLC
VKC
VMC
VFC
VLuC
VrestC

Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal

0.016
0.044
0.023
0.005
0.355
0.235
0.010
0.312

4.680E-03
1.332E-02
3.609E-04
1.738E-04
2.494E-03
1.802E-02
3.000E-03
9.346E-02

0.300
0.300
0.015#
0.038#
0.007#
0.077#
0.300
0.300

0.006
0.018
0.023
0.004
0.351
0.200
0.004
0.128

0.025
0.071
0.024
0.005
0.360
0.270
0.016
0.495

[5]
[5]
[2, 3, 6]
[2, 3]
[7]
[4]
[5]
Total adds to 1

QLC
QKC
QMC
QFC
QrestC

Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal

0.273
0.116
0.293
0.128
0.190

8.175E-02
1.733E-02
4.216E-02
3.825E-02
5.712E-02

0.300
0.149#
0.144#
0.300
0.300

0.112
0.082
0.211
0.053
0.078

0.433
0.150
0.376
0.202
0.302

[5, 8]
[1, 2]
[3]
[5, 8]
Total adds to 1

Lognormal
Lognormal
Lognormal
Lognormal
Lognormal
Lognormal

0.070
0.010
0.007
0.250
0.500
0.005

2.100E-02
1.000E-03
2.100E-03
7.500E-02
5.000E-02
1.500E-03

0.300
0.100
0.300
0.300
0.100
0.300

0.038
0.008
0.004
0.135
0.409
0.003

0.119
0.012
0.012
0.426
0.605
0.009

Model
Model
Model
Model
Model
Model

ﬁtted
ﬁtted
ﬁtted
ﬁtted
ﬁtted
ﬁtted

Lognormal
Lognormal
Lognormal
Lognormal
Lognormal
Lognormal
Lognormal
Lognormal
Lognormal

0.080
7.000
0.150
0.035
0.180
0.479
0.050
0.366
1.400

1.600E-02
1.400Eþ00
3.000E-02
7.000E-03
3.600E-02
9.580E-02
1.500E-02
1.098E-01
4.200E-01

0.200
0.200
0.200
0.200
0.200
0.200
0.300
0.300
0.300

0.053
4.656
0.100
0.023
0.120
0.319
0.027
0.197
0.754

0.116
10.119
0.217
0.051
0.260
0.692
0.085
0.623
2.384

Model
Model
Model
Model
[9]
[10]
Model
[11]
Model

ﬁtted
ﬁtted
ﬁtted
ﬁtted

Kim
Frac
Kdiss
Subcutaneous
Ksc
Fracsc
Kdisssc
Tissue:plasma partition coefﬁcient for the parent drug (unitless)
Liver
PL
Kidney
PK
Muscle
PM
Fat
PF
Lung
PLu
Rest of body
Prest
Hepatic metabolic rate (/h/kg)
KmC
Percentage of plasma protein binding (unitless)
PB
Urinary elimination rate constant (L/h/kg)
KurineC

ﬁtted
ﬁtted

Notes: Some parameters were estimated by ﬁtting the PBPK model with the pharmacokinetic data. These parameters were marked as ‘model ﬁtted’. [1] Hannon et al., 1990; [2]
Tranquilli et al., 1982; [3] Lundeen et al., 1983; [4] Doornenbal et al., 1986; [5] Lin et al., 2016b; [6] Phuc and Hieu, 1993; [7] Armstrong et al., 1987; [8] Huang et al., 2015; [9]
Tsuji et al., 1983; [10] Cao and Jusko, 2012; [11] Keen, 1965. A pound sign (#) indicates the CV was determined based on previous experimental data.
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Table 3
Values and distributions of parameters used in the Monte Carlo analysis for the cattle model.
Parameter

Abbreviation

Distribution

Mean

SD

CV

Lower bound

Upper bound

Reference

Body weight (kg)
Cardiac output (L/h/kg)
Tissue volume (fraction of body weight, unitless)
Arterial blood
Venous blood
Liver
Kidney
Muscle
Fat
Lung
Rest of body
Blood ﬂow (fraction of cardiac output, unitless)
Liver
Kidney
Muscle
Fat
Rest of body
Absorption rate constant (/h)
Intramuscular

BW
QCC

Normal
Normal

299.957
5.970

4.618Eþ01
1.990Eþ00

0.154#
0.333#

209.450
2.070

390.464
9.870

[1]
[2]

VartC
VvenC
VLC
VKC
VMC
VFC
VLuC
VrestC

Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal

0.010
0.030
0.014
0.002
0.270
0.150
0.008
0.516

3.120E-03
8.880E-03
1.630E-03
4.321E-04
8.100E-02
4.500E-02
1.696E-03
1.548E-01

0.300
0.300
0.120#
0.174#
0.300
0.300
0.212#
0.300

0.004
0.012
0.010
0.002
0.111
0.062
0.005
0.213

0.017
0.047
0.017
0.003
0.429
0.238
0.011
0.819

[3]
[3]
[4]
[4]
[3, 5]
[3, 5]
[3e5]
Total adds to 1

QLC
QKC
QMC
QFC
QrestC

Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal

0.405
0.090
0.180
0.080
0.245

1.942E-01
2.700E-02
5.400E-02
2.400E-02
7.360E-02

0.480#
0.300
0.300
0.300
0.300

0.024
0.037
0.074
0.033
0.101

0.785
0.143
0.286
0.127
0.390

[2, 6]
[3]
[3]
[3]
Total adds to 1

Lognormal
Lognormal
Lognormal
Lognormal
Lognormal
Lognormal

0.070
0.600
1.000E-05
0.020
0.700
1.000E-04

2.100E-02
1.800E-01
3.000E-06
6.000E-03
2.100E-01
3.000E-05

0.300
0.100
0.300
0.300
0.100
0.300

0.038
0.491
5.388E-06
0.011
0.573
5.388E-05

0.119
0.726
1.703E-05
0.034
0.847
1.703E-04

Model
Model
Model
Model
Model
Model

ﬁtted
ﬁtted
ﬁtted
ﬁtted
ﬁtted
ﬁtted

Lognormal
Lognormal
Lognormal
Lognormal
Lognormal
Lognormal
Lognormal
Lognormal
Lognormal

3.000
2.500
0.300
0.040
0.180
0.479
0.0025
0.483
0.450

6.000E-01
5.000E-01
6.000E-02
8.000E-03
3.600E-02
9.580E-02
7.500E-04
1.449E-01
1.350E-01

0.200
0.200
0.200
0.200
0.200
0.200
0.300
0.300
0.300

1.995
1.663
0.200
0.027
0.120
0.319
0.001
0.260
0.242

4.337
3.614
0.434
0.058
0.260
0.692
0.004
0.822
0.766

Model
Model
Model
Model
[7]
[8]
Model
[9]
Model

ﬁtted
ﬁtted
ﬁtted
ﬁtted

Kim
Frac
Kdiss
Subcutaneous
Ksc
Fracsc
Kdisssc
Tissue:plasma partition coefﬁcient for the parent drug (unitless)
Liver
PL
Kidney
PK
Muscle
PM
Fat
PF
Lung
PLu
Rest of body
Prest
Hepatic metabolic rate (/h/kg)
KmC
Percentage of plasma protein binding (unitless)
PB
Urinary elimination rate constant (L/h/kg)
KurineC

ﬁtted
ﬁtted

Notes: Some parameters were estimated by ﬁtting the PBPK model with the pharmacokinetic data. These parameters were marked as ‘model ﬁtted’. [1] Mirzaei et al., 2011; [2]
Doyle et al., 1960; [3] Lin et al., 2016b; [4] Swett WW et al., 1933; [5] Leavens et al., 2014; [6] Lescoat et al., 1996; [7] Tsuji et al., 1983; [8] Cao and Jusko, 2012; [9] Keen, 1965. A
pound sign (#) indicates the CV was calculated based on previous experimental data.

2.5. Monte carlo analysis
Monte Carlo simulation is used to obtain numerical results
based on repeated random sampling of parameter values from
speciﬁed probability functions for each parameter. This method is
widely employed in mathematical models to study population
characteristics in biomedical problems (Kerr et al., 2008; Shi et al.,
2016), including PBPK models to estimate tissue residues and
withdrawal intervals (Buur et al., 2006; Yang et al., 2012). In current
PBPK modeling, Monte Carlo simulation was also applied to estimate the effects of parameter uncertainty and intra-species variability of swine and cattle on model simulations. One-thousand
iterations (the maximum number of iterations in a batch run in
Berkeley Madonna) were carried out for each Monte Carlo analysis.
For these simulations, hypothetical populations of swine and cattle,
respectively, with all physiological and chemical-speciﬁc parameters distributed randomly around the mean values were speciﬁed in
Tables 2 and 3, respectively. Log-normal distributions of model
parameters were assumed for all chemical-speciﬁc parameters
such as partition coefﬁcients, absorption rate constants, elimination rate constants, etc. Physiological parameters, including body
weights, cardiac outputs, and fractions of blood ﬂows and tissue
volumes were assumed to be normally distributed (Clewell et al.,
2000; Shankaran et al., 2013; Sterner et al., 2013; Tan et al., 2006;
Yang et al., 2015b).
Model parameters were varied randomly around the values
(central tendencies) used or estimated in model calibration. Probabilistic distributions (variability) of model parameter values were
derived from previous experimental data. To make the optimal use

of experimental data in livestock, an extensive literature search was
carried out for physiological parameters of swine and cattle
including blood ﬂows and tissue volumes. For physiological parameters in swine, coefﬁcients of variability (CVs) of the body
weight, the cardiac output, the tissue volume fractions of liver,
kidneys, muscle, and fat, and the fractions of blood ﬂows in kidneys
and muscle were calculated from previous experimental data,
which were the same data as those used for calculation of means
(Armstrong et al., 1987; Doornenbal et al., 1986; Hannon et al.,
1990; Lundeen et al., 1983; Phuc and Hieu, 1993; Tranquilli et al.,
1982). CVs of the body weight, the cardiac output, and the tissue
volume fractions of liver, kidneys, and lung, and the fractions of
blood ﬂows in liver for cattle were calculated based on the experimental data (Doyle et al., 1960; Lescoat et al., 1996; Mirzaei et al.,
2011; Swett WW et al., 1933). For other physiological parameters
of which no experimental data were available and for the chemicalspeciﬁc parameters, their CVs were assigned as 10% for undissolved
fractions of penicillin G (Frac), 20% for partition coefﬁcients and 30%
for physiological parameters, absorption, and elimination rate
constants based on the default assumptions used in other PBPK
models (Clewell and Clewell, 2008; Henri et al., 2016; Yang et al.,
2015b, 2016). To ensure the randomly selected parameters biologically plausible, the 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles of each parameter
were calculated as the upper and lower bounds and listed in
Tables 2 and 3.
As all the physiological parameters were randomly chosen
based on their distributions, the sum of tissue volumes or the sum
of fractions of blood ﬂows may be larger or smaller than 1. It is
necessary to use adjustment factors to ensure the plausibility and
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mass balance for the PBPK model (Covington et al., 2007; Gelman
et al., 1996; Sterner et al., 2013). The Monte Carlo model was set
up to batch run for 1000 times with model parameters randomly
selected from the deﬁned distributions.

0

mlnx

1

mx
B
C
¼ ln@qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
A
2
2
sx þ mx

slnx ¼

2

(3)

sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ


ln 1 þ

s2x
m2x

Lognormal ðmx ; sx Þ ¼ expðNormalðmlnx ; slnx ÞÞ

(4)

(5)

where mx is the mean for lognormal distribution; sx is the standard
deviation for lognormal distribution; mlnx is the mean after the
transformation to normal distribution; slnx is the standard deviation after the transformation to normal distribution.
The ‘Equation Help’ in Berkeley Madonna (Version 8.3.23.0)
deﬁnes ‘NORMAL’ function requiring the mean and the variance to
establish the random numbers. This statement for ‘NORMAL’
function in Berkeley Madonna is not correct. After extensive simulations, we found that the ‘NORMAL’ function in Berkeley Madonna actually requires inputs of the mean and standard deviation
of the deﬁned normal distribution, which is the same as the corresponding function in R language and MATLAB. Some of the model
parameters are in the lognormal distributions. However, the
lognormal function is not available in Berkeley Madonna. As the
lognormal distribution is a continuous probability distribution of a
random variable whose logarithm is normally distributed, the inverse natural logarithmic transformation of the ‘NORMAL’ function
can be used to produce lognormally distributed random numbers
(Equation (5)). To use Equation (5), the mean and the standard
deviation in lognormal distribution should be transformed into
model parameters in normal distribution (Equations (3) and (4))
(Gujer, 2008a).
In addition, the ‘NORMAL’ function establishes random numbers
at each integration time step (DT) in the PBPK model. The ‘NORMAL’
function will assign different random numbers for selected parameters at each time step, not one constant random value for each
run. To avoid this issue, the initialization equation ‘INIT’ was
applied to generate randomly selected number for parameters.
Then the ‘NEXT’ equation was used to assign the randomly selected
value in ‘INIT’ function to each of speciﬁc parameters. The pair of
‘INIT’ and ‘NEXT’ functions help to ensure each of the parameters
assigned only one constant value in each run (Gujer, 2008b).
Furthermore, the ‘LIMIT’ function was used to make sure the
random numbers fell in the range between the lower and upper
bounds for each of the parameters.
Three different therapeutic scenarios were analyzed using
Monte Carlo simulations for both swine and cattle. The label dose
6000 IU/kg (6.5 mg/kg), and two commonly used extralabel doses
(5  label dose, 32.5 mg/kg; 10  label dose, 65 mg/kg) were
simulated for 5 repeated IM injections with 24-hour intervals. Each
of the simulations was run for 1000 times. The median, 1th and
99th percentiles of simulated results were calculated and plotted
without conﬁdence intervals.

2.6. Withdrawal interval estimation
The extralabel WDIs were determined using the present PBPK
models based on results of the Monte Carlo simulation. The
extralabel WDI for cattle was determined when the values of 99th
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percentiles of tissue residues depleted to fall below the tolerance.
The tolerance of penicillin G for edible tissues in cattle is 0.05 mg/g
established by US FDA (Brynes, 2005). In the US, the Food Safety
and Inspection Service (FSIS) has established an action limit of
25 ng/g for penicillin residues detected in swine tissues (FSIS,
2013). By using more sensitive LC-MS/MS method, the LOD of
penicillin G in kidney is 1.8 ng/g, in muscle is 0.7 ng/g, and in serum
is 1.5 ng/g (Apley et al., 2009; Lupton et al., 2014). The LOD in liver
tissue was assumed the same as the LOD in kidney of swine. As
there is zero-tolerance limit for penicillin G in edible tissues in
swine (Brynes, 2005), the extralabel WDI for swine was determined
when the values of 99th percentiles of tissue residues depleted to
below FSIS action limit or LOD.
3. Results
3.1. Model calibration
Model predictions of concentrations of penicillin G in plasma
and edible tissues at different time points after administration were
compared with observed concentrations in pigs exposed to penicillin G through repeated IM dose of 15 mg/kg for three times,
repeated IM dose of 65 mg/kg for 5 times, and single SC dose of
11.7 mg/kg (representative results are shown in Fig. 2; other results
are provided in Fig. S1). Overall, the model well simulated the kinetic proﬁles of penicillin G in different edible tissues and plasma in
swine. For the repeated dose scenarios, at the later time points the
model can accurately predict the tissue residues in plasma and
kidney (Fig. 2), which are important for residue monitoring and the
determination of times when concentrations of tissue residues fall
below or near tolerance or LOD for penicillin G.
After extrapolating this PBPK model from swine to cattle, the
predicted results of penicillin G concentrations in plasma and liver
after 5 IM repeated injections with two different doses correlated
with the observed data (Fig. 3). Similar to the swine model, the
model for cattle accurately simulated the terminal phase of penicillin G in edible tissues with 5 repeated IM injections (Fig. 3B, D).
Even for concentrations of tissue residues lower than tolerance, the
model predictions of penicillin G concentrations were in good
agreement with observed data after IM injections (Fig. 3B, D). The
other results of model calibrations in cattle are shown in Fig. S2.
Overall, the predictions of current PBPK model of penicillin G well
capture the kinetic proﬁle observed in pharmacokinetic studies in
cattle.
3.2. Model evaluation
Measured concentrations of penicillin G in edible tissues of
swine after IM injections of 15 mg/kg for 3 consecutive days were
compared with model predictions (Fig. 4A B and C). Overall, the
model predicted the concentrations of penicillin G adequately at
different time points (within 2-fold). For the cattle model, the
evaluation results shown in panels A, B, and C of Fig. 5 indicate the
simulated concentrations are consistent with the measured results
from different studies. The goodness of ﬁt was evaluated using the
determination coefﬁcient (R2). The value of R2 between logtransformed values of measured and simulated concentrations of
penicillin G in edible tissues and plasma was 0.89 for PBPK model in
swine (Fig. 4D). In the pharmacokinetic data used for swine model
evaluation, there were only two data points available for muscle
and three for plasma that were not sufﬁcient for regression analysis
for individual tissue data, so all data were pooled together for
overall regression analysis. The R2 represents an indicator of the
overall model simulation performance. For the PBPK model in
cattle, the value of overall R2 was 0.91 (Fig. 5D). The R2 for data in
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Fig. 2. Calibration of the swine model. Comparison of model predictions (solid line) and observed data (blue squares) for concentrations of penicillin G in the plasma and kidneys of
swine exposed to procaine penicillin G via repeated 3 doses of IM injections (15 mg/kg, A, B) and repeated 5 doses of IM injections (65 mg/kg, C, D). Experimental data (mean ± SEM)
are from the study of Korsrud et al. (1998). The limit of detection (LOD) is shown on each panel using dotted line. LOD for the kidney is 1.8 ng/g, and for the plasma is 1.5 ng/g
(Lupton et al., 2014). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

kidney was 0.96, and for plasma was 0.88. The relatively lower R2
for plasma was due to the overestimation for some of the data
points in plasma (within two-fold difference). Overall, the PBPK
model adequately simulates the measured results in relevant edible
tissues from independent studies for both swine and cattle.

3.3. Parameter sensitivity
The local sensitivity analysis was carried out for twenty-nine
model parameters based on PBPK model for swine. Results of the
local sensitivity analysis based on 1% variation of the parameter
values are shown in Table S1. Only parameters with at least one
absolute value of NSC greater than 0.1 are shown in the table. The
comparison of NSCs by sensitive parameters with 1%, 5% and 10%
variations was plotted using a spider plot (Fig. S3). The results
indicate that the NSCs for each parameter were not substantially
different among different variations of the parameter value. The
AUC of liver tissue was highly sensitive to hepatic metabolic rate
constant and liver partition coefﬁcient with NSC values of 0.12
and 0.88, respectively. The AUC of kidney tissues was highly sensitive to urine elimination rate constant and kidney partition coefﬁcient with NSC values of 0.92 and 1.00, respectively. For SC
injection, all AUCs of selected tissues were highly sensitive to the

absorption rate constant of subcutaneous injections (Ksc) with the
NSC value as 0.79.

3.4. Monte carlo analysis and withdrawal interval estimation
Based on results of the PBPK simulation shown above, among all
edible tissues, the concentration of penicillin G depleted the
slowest in the kidney for swine and in the liver for cattle, so the
kidney tissue residue depletion proﬁles for swine and the liver
tissue residue depletion proﬁles for cattle were chosen to determine the WDIs. The Monte Carlo simulations showed that the WDIs
after 5 repeated IM injections in swine were 6 days, 10 days, and 16
days at dose levels of 6.5, 32.5, and 65 mg/kg after the last injection
based on FSIS action limit. If based on current LOD, the WDIs for
swine were 18 days, 33 days and 41 days for dose levels of 6.5, 32.5,
and 65 mg/kg. For cattle, the WDIs were 5 days, 7 days, and 10 days
at dose levels of 6.5, 32.5, and 65 mg/kg after the last injection,
respectively (Fig. 6). Note that if the estimated WDI was a fraction of
a day, it was rounded up to the next whole day. The label withdrawal periods were obtained from the Veterinarian's Guide to
Residue Avoidance Management (VetGRAM) of FARAD (Riviere
et al., 2017), and they are highly dependent on speciﬁc formulations. As an example, the label withdrawal periods of procaine
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Fig. 3. Calibration of the cattle model. Comparison of model predictions (solid line) and observed data (blue squares) for penicillin G concentrations in the plasma and liver of cattle
exposed to procaine penicillin G via IM repeated 5 doses at 24 mg/kg (A, B) and at 65 mg/kg (C, D) is shown. Experimental data (mean ± SEM) are from the previous study by
Korsrud et al. (1993). Tolerance (TOL) of penicillin G (0.05 mg/g) is shown on each of the panels using dotted line. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

penicillin G (in NADA: 650e174) for swine is 6 days and for cattle is
4 days.

4. Discussion
A PBPK model was developed for procaine penicillin G through
IM and SC administrations in swine and cattle, and then population
simulation was applied to predict times needed for concentrations
to fall below established tolerances for extralabel use of penicillin
G. This is the ﬁrst PBPK model of penicillin G used to predict the
tissue residues and estimate extralabel WDIs in food-producing
animals. The model well predicted tissue residues of penicillin G
in edible tissues for both swine and cattle, and can be extrapolated
to other food animal species. The population analysis was performed with Monte Carlo simulation technique considering the
variances of all model parameters. The Monte Carlo analysis based
on the PBPK model can help to estimate the extended WDIs for
different extralabel use scenarios of penicillin G. The population
PBPK model provides a useful tool to predict tissue residues of
penicillin G in food-producing animals to aid food safety
assessment.
The current PBPK model of penicillin G in swine and cattle has
advantages over other pharmacokinetic models for penicillin G. A

minimal PBPK model with only two tissue compartments, which
lumps compartments in whole-body PBPK model into compartments only with necessity (Nestorov et al., 1998), was applied for blactam antibiotics including penicillin G to estimate the clearance
and steady-state volume (Cao and Jusko, 2012). However, for the
PBPK model used in veterinary medicine for assessment of food
safety, it is necessary to keep all the edible tissues as separate
compartments in order to estimate individual tissue residues and
WDIs. Recently, population mixed-effects pharmacokinetic models
of penicillin G were developed to predict tissue residues and WDIs
in swine and cattle (Li et al., 2014), and to optimize the dosage
regimen in patients with infective endocarditis (Komatsu et al.,
2016). Population pharmacokinetic modeling, which combines
available pharmacokinetic data to make a population inference, is a
useful approach in the area of food safety and veterinary medicine
(Li et al., 2015; Martin-Jimenez and Riviere, 1998). However,
compared to a PBPK model, the population pharmacokinetic model
is not a physiologically based mechanistic method, which limits the
extrapolation of the model beyond the inference range of experimental data (Lin et al., 2016a).
Compared to traditional pharmacokinetic and population
pharmacokinetic models, PBPK models have unique advantages in
predicting tissue residues and WDIs for veterinary medicines (Lin
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Fig. 4. Evaluation and regression analysis of the swine model. Comparison of model predictions (solid line) and observed data (red squires) for concentrations of penicillin G in the
plasma, kidney, and muscle of pigs exposed to procaine penicillin G via IM injection for repeated 3 doses (15 mg/kg, A, B, C) is shown. Experimental data for A, B, C (mean ± SEM) are
from the study of Korsrud et al. (1996). Limit of detection (LOD) is shown on each of the three panels using dotted line. LOD for the plasma is 1.5 ng/g, for the kidney is 1.8 ng/g, and
for the muscle is 0.7 ng/g (Lupton et al., 2014). Panel D represents the result of a regression analysis between log-transformed values of model-simulated and measured penicillin G
concentrations for swine model. R2 value and the regression line are shown in the panel. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article.)

et al., 2016a). PBPK models are based on the physiological considerations of modeled drugs and all model compartments are physiologically realistic, and population variability in physiological
parameters within each compartment can be estimated. Thus, the
model can help predict the concentrations of drug residues in a
speciﬁc tissue of interest following different therapeutic scenarios.
This is important because for its application in veterinary medicine
and food safety, the concentrations of drug residues in tissues help
to determine the WDIs. The other advantage of a PBPK model is that
newly available data related to drug absorption, distribution,
metabolism and excretion can be directly incorporated into the
model to reduce uncertainty in the tissue residue predictions. It
also allows simulations of the effect of altered organ function (e.g.,
due to disease states or other physiological variables) on tissue drug
residues and WDIs. Population variability can also be incorporated
into the model as was done in our study, which makes such population PBPK modeling a useful tool for application in veterinary
medicine and food safety assessment.
One of the important features of a PBPK model is that the model
is based on mechanistic information of drug action. For the liberation of procaine penicillin G, the rate-limiting step is the hydrolysis of penicillin from the procaine moiety. In current PBPK model,

a two-compartment dissolution model was applied to simulate the
dissolution-controlled depot of procaine penicillin G (Bari, 2010).
Both the empirical two-compartment model (Leavens et al., 2012)
and the mechanistic two-compartment model (Lin et al., 2015) can
well simulate the dissolution process of procaine penicillin G. The
mechanistic two-compartment model was incorporated into the
current PBPK model, as the most realistic approach. The previous
PBPK model (Tsuji et al., 1983) for penicillin G in rats did not
consider the dissolution process of penicillin G. Our current model
with the liberation process for clinically used formulations of
penicillin G can better predict the concentrations of tissue residues.
From the pharmacokinetic data and model simulation results,
the concentrations of penicillin G in kidney tissues in swine are
higher than all other edible tissues. This may be because penicillin
G is eliminated mainly through the urinary pathway (Barza and
Weinstein, 1976; Papich and Riviere, 2009). On the contrary, in
cattle the highest concentrations of tissue residues were found in
liver. In other studies, cattle livers were also identiﬁed to hold the
highest residue concentrations of penicillin G (Adesokan et al.,
2013; Musser et al., 2001). The reason for this species difference
is not known.
From the sensitivity analysis results, the uncertainties of many
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Fig. 5. Evaluation and regression analysis of the cattle model. Comparison of model predictions (solid line) and observed data (red squares) for penicillin G concentrations in the
plasma and kidney of cattle exposed to procaine penicillin G via SC single dose (7.4 mg/kg, A), IM repeated 3 doses (7 mg/kg, B, C) is shown. The pharmacokinetic data of panel A and
panels B and C are from the studies of Trolldenier et al. (1986) and Chiesa et al. (2006), respectively. Tolerance (TOL) of penicillin G (0.05 mg/g) is shown on three of the panels using
dotted line. Panel D represents the result of a regression analysis between log-transformed values of model-simulated and measured penicillin G concentrations for cattle model. R2
value and the regression line are shown in the panel. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

parameters have inﬂuences on the predictions of penicillin concentrations. The variations of physiological parameters have less
impact on model simulation results. The partition coefﬁcients of
muscle, liver and kidney were highly inﬂuential on the prediction
of the tissue concentrations. The kidney and muscle partition coefﬁcients in swine and cattle were comparable (kidney: within two
fold difference; muscle: within ﬁve fold difference) to the experimental values from previous PBPK model in rats (Tsuji et al., 1983).
The partition coefﬁcient for liver of swine was comparable to the
value in rats (within three fold difference). The hepatic metabolic
rate and urine clearance rate also have impacts on the model predictions. The urinary clearance rates of swine and cattle are comparable (within 2-fold difference) with the reported clearance rates
in sheep (0.55 L/h/kg) and horses (0.51 L/h/kg) (Firth et al., 1990;
Oukessou et al., 1990; USP, 2007). The hepatic metabolic rate in
swine is comparable with reported value in rats (around ﬁve-fold
difference) (Tsuji et al., 1979). However, the liver partition coefﬁcient and hepatic metabolic rate in cattle were different from the
values in either swine or rats (more than 10-time difference). The
reasons for the species-dependent partition coefﬁcients and hepatic metabolism rates are unknown, but it may be due to species
differences in tissue composition, metabolism, elimination, and

protein binding of penicillin G (Keen, 1965).
The Monte Carlo sampling technique was applied for the population analysis in this PBPK model. Previous population analysis in
PBPK models for veterinary medicines (Buur et al., 2006; Henri
et al., 2016; Huang et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2012) was performed
only for the sensitive parameters and in acslX, a software program
that was discontinued in 2015. For the current model, variations of
all physiological and chemical-speciﬁc parameters were considered
in the Monte Carlo analysis to more accurately simulate the range of
tissue residue concentrations in a diverse population. This strategy
of population analysis has been applied for PBPK modeling in human drugs and environmental pollutants (Shankaran et al., 2013;
Yang et al., 2015b, 2016). Another unique strength of the present
Monte Carlo analysis is that the distributions and variabilities of
physiological parameters were collected, to the extent possible,
directly from or calculated based on original experimental data. The
default coefﬁcients of variance were used only for parameters with
no experimental data available. There are many published PBPK
models using Berkeley Madonna for environmental chemicals,
drugs, and nanomaterials, but to the best of our knowledge this is
the ﬁrst PBPK model using Berkeley Madonna to do Monte Carlo
analysis. The present Monte Carlo analysis, considering variances of
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Fig. 6. Monte Carlo simulation for penicillin G concentrations in swine and cattle. Label dose (6.5 mg/kg) and commonly used extralabel dose (5  label dose, 32.5 mg/kg; 10  label
dose, 65 mg/kg) with 5 repeated doses via IM injection were simulated as the therapeutic scenarios for both swine and cattle. Each of the simulations was run for 1000 iterations.
The median, 1th and 99th percentiles of simulated results were plotted without conﬁdence intervals. Results of Monte Carlo analysis in kidney for swine are shown in upper panels
(6.5 mg/kg, A; 32.5 mg/kg, B; 65 mg/kg, C). Monte Carlo simulation results for cattle in liver are shown in lower panels (6.5 mg/kg, D; 32.5 mg/kg, E; 65 mg/kg, F). Limit of detection
(LOD) and FSIS action limit (FAL) are shown on each of the upper three panels using dotted lines. LOD for the kidney in swine is 1.8 ng/g, and FSIS action limit for penicillin G in
swine is 25 ng/g. Tolerance (TOL) of penicillin G (0.05 mg/g) is shown on lower panels using dotted line. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader
is referred to the web version of this article.)

all parameters, may help make the simulations more realistic for
the population of livestock treated with drug.
Current population PBPK model can be extrapolated to simulate
the extralabel use scenarios of penicillin G. As the frequently used
extralabel doses are much higher than label dose of penicillin G to
assure continued antimicrobial efﬁcacy against today's less susceptible pathogens, the labeled withdrawal period may not well
prevent residue violations. For the label dose, the WDIs for both
swine and cattle from Monte Carlo analysis based on tolerance or
FSIS action limit were the same or very close (e.g., predicted 5 days
vs. label withdrawal period 4 days in cattle) to FDA label withdrawal periods. For extralabel doses, the WDIs in cattle predicted by
the current model (7 days for 5  label dose and 10 days for
10  label dose) are comparable to the results from the previously
published popPK model (7 days for 5  extralabel dose) (Li et al.,
2014). As zero tolerance limits were established for edible tissues
in swine, the LOD was used to determine the WDIs. For the label
and extralabel use of penicillin G in swine, the WDIs predicted from
population PBPK model based on LOD are much longer than the
label withdrawal period. With the improvement of analytical
chemistry techniques, the LOD of penicillin G in recent studies was
lower than previous studies decades ago. The predict WDIs of
extralabel doses from the current model are more protective to
avoid violative tissue residues of penicillin G in swine and cattle.
Estimation of the pharmacokinetic features of drugs near the terminal phase is important for reducing violations of drug residues in
edible tissues, as well as for food-producing animals destined to
export to more countries with stringent residue criteria.
The current PBPK model was established based on available
pharmacokinetic data of procaine penicillin G in market-age swine
and adult cattle via IM and SC injections. Limited datasets in piglets
and calves were also included in our simulations (Table 1). Our
model seems to simulate the kinetics of procaine penicillin G well

in both young and adult animals. However, additional data, especially data in young animals, once available, may be incorporated
into this model to help improve the population predictions and to
determine the age-dependent pharmacokinetics of procaine penicillin G in swine and cattle. Some of the methods, such as sensitivity
and population analysis, can also be optimized to facilitate the
establishment of more robust population PBPK models. The local
sensitivity analysis is easy and rapid to perform for the large
number of parameters involved in PBPK models. The assumptions
behind using this method is that the interactions between parameters are negligible, which generally is not true (McNally et al.,
2011). The global sensitivity analysis can be applied for the PBPK
model to avoid the weakness of the current analysis. Similarly, the
Monte Carlo analysis used also did not consider the correlation or
covariance between parameters. The application of more advanced
Bayesian method via Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulations can help avoid this problem (Krauss et al., 2013). The global
sensitivity analysis and MCMC simulation will be adapted in our
future studies.
In summary, the present PBPK model of penicillin G adequately
simulates observed concentrations of penicillin G residues in edible
tissues of swine and cattle following IM and SC administrations.
The application of the population PBPK model via Monte Carlo
simulations to estimate the WDIs for extralabel use of penicillin G
demonstrates the possibility to use PBPK modeling to provide more
protective WDIs. This PBPK model provides a foundation for
application of Berkeley Madonna to establish population PBPK
models for other veterinary drugs to predict tissue residues and
extended WDIs after extralabel uses.
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